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IT ALL STARTED WITH SOME BOOTY.  

I’m at a drag king show when Shelby Mine (aka Marie Du Mond) makes her burlesque debut as one 
very sexy pirate, not something you usually see at this sort of event. Lip syncing to Sandy Kastel’s 
version of “Beyond the Sea,” Shelby shimmies in her red and white striped skirt, strokes her fishnets, 
takes off her boots, and tauntingly unpeels her eye patch [arrrgh!]. She quickly unties her puffy white 
shirt, thrusts out her chest, and showers the audience with golden coins. I was forever changed.  

Since the founding of the Red Light Burlesque troupe in 2000, Austin has become a hot bed for new 
burlesque, sometimes called modern or neo-burlesque. At present, our capital city is home to at least 
seven troupes and many soloists who perform at monthly shows and events. The first ever Texas 
Burlesque Festival took place in Austin last October. Over 50 performers and 9 troupes participated in 
the event.  

Shelby’s act had all the elements of classic burlesque—a pretty girl wearing sexy clothes dances to 
music and removes, in provocative, teasing, and sometimes surprising ways, her layers of attire. Her act 
was sexy and charged, playful and fun. Prior to seeing Shelby perform, I hadn’t put much thought into 
checking out Austin’s new burlesque scene. I suspected the acts to be limited in scope and wondered 
how inviting I might find the space. But something mesmerized me about Shelby’s act. Maybe it was the 
novelty, maybe the creativity. I’m a woman who likes women. Maybe it was the boobs. Prurient or not, 
my interest had been raised. I wanted to see more.  

TAKE IT OFF! I MEAN, “TAKE IT OFF!”  

Camping it up to “Total Eclipse of the Heart,” Venus Velvet (aka Marita de la Torre) literally lights up 
the stage. It’s Valentine’s Day and I’m at the annual Kitty Kitty Bang Bang burlesque, beer, and BBQ 
show at Stubbs. Venus strips down to her black lace panties and leather boots while her dutiful onstage 
sidekick, a man in tight pants, turns around with flashing, bright eyes. I hold up a dollar bill hoping 
Venus will grab it and stick it down one of the items she still has on, preferably not her boots. The guy 
next to me sees what I’m up to and thinks this is the greatest thing ever. He raises his beer, the 
international sign for “Dude!” When the emcee asks during the intermission if there are any volunteers 
who would like to play what turns out to be a naughty version of pin the tail on the donkey, my beer 
drinking buddy practically rushes the stage.  

Much of new burlesque shares its popularity with other forms of “old timey” entertainment like junk 
bands and roller derby. Shows often feature vaudeville comedy, audience interaction games, live music 
and even acrobatics. While it may be difficult to pinpoint the reasons why these particular pastimes are 
so in right now—a generational impulse to redefine what came before?; a cultural attraction to irony 
over authenticity?; a need, in this age of media overload, for simpler forms of enjoyment?—it’s not hard 
to see how they would gain so much traction here.  

Austin, with its famous live music scene, progressive attitudes, and investment in being different is a 
place where people like to have fun and enthusiastically express themselves. Our audiences are 



extremely active. We like to be involved, we like to dress up, we like to be a part of the show. In order 
for the entertainment to “work” as something new and different, at times tongue-in-cheek, rather than 
simply a revival or, in the case of burlesque, an expansion of the strip club, the audience has to be in on 
it somehow.  

Stephanie Stone (aka Blue Valentine), founder and director of the Big Star Burlesque troupe, compares 
being at a new burlesque show to watching theatrical pantomime (think Punch and Judy). “The 
audience,” she explains, “knows to clap at the good guy and boo at the bad guy.” Their involvement, 
which can also encompass coming to shows wearing outlandish clothes and not shying away from 
onstage antics, is critical to the show.  

Also, very important, the applause has to have, what one friend of mine described as subtext. Actually, it 
was her best friend’s boyfriend who, when explaining how to enjoy a burlesque show, put it this way. 
“You have to applaud, which is already different from a regular strip club. You have to applaud, but you 
have to be doing it in a way that says ‘You go, girl! You’re really good at this, and I bet that means 
you’re good at other things in your life, too!’”  

IS THAT A RING ON YOUR FINGER OR ARE YOU JUST HAPPY TO SEE ME?  

A tall dancer with long and lovely legs wraps her boa around my neck, thrilling me with feathers. Lucky 
St. James (aka Juliana Azar), whose lean, sinuous body makes her perhaps the most archetypical dancer 
in the troupe, artfully combines traditional ballet with sexy striptease. She plies and pirouettes across the 
stage as she seductively disrobes. She slides her fingers up her arm and gently takes off her black velvet 
gloves. On her hand a diamond sparkles brightly.  

As someone who delights in playing with dichotomies, I was immediately drawn to Lucky’s 
simultaneous signification of “respectable woman” (wedding ring) and “sexy diva” (striptease). If drag 
fools around with the split between male and female then new burlesque gets its kicks skewering 
Madonna / whore, that age old division that tells women they can be beautiful and pure OR [not to be 
confused with “and” or “and/or”] sexual and slutty. This nasty either/or doesn’t just make it difficult for 
women to have a healthy sexuality—one that recognizes and validates their desires and pleasures—it 
makes the total concept incongruous.  

Stacey Breakall (aka Tijuana Trixie), who founded Kitty Kitty Bang Bang looking for women who 
could bring something “vibrant and exciting to the stage,” spoke about the challenge of coming of age 
amidst all the mixed messages. “Coming from a small Texas town, I grew up around some pretty 
repressive attitudes about women’s sexuality... There was a pull in one direction to be a ‘good girl’ and 
yet this lure to be something else in my femininity and sexuality. Without any real discussion or 
understanding about it, it seemed like there was this unspoken code that this thing was powerful and 
maybe even a little dark, that it was best kept in the basement of my consciousness.”  

If Breakall’s and others’ response to the difficulties of finding their sexual selves was to bury the 
conflict below, new burlesque marches down to that cellar, throws up a spotlight and says “Hey, let’s 
put on a show!” Here, in this space, with a crowd who gets it, women can have it all, especially the 
many woman of new burlesque who, like Lucky, come to burlesque with a lot or some formal dance 
training.  

Unlike at a strip club where the bottom line is the customer’s pleasure and the stripper’s creative vision 
may therefore be somewhat constricted, and unlike at a “respectable” dance venue like the Ballet where 
women are expected to downplay their sexuality (but still be beautiful and attractive!) lest their talents 



be dismissed or, heaven forbid, they downgrade the performance for the “masses,” new burlesque let’s 
women be artistic, seductive and accomplished.  

DO I LOOK FAT?  

“I love that they were everyday women! It makes me feel awesome, like I’m not as fat. I feel perfect!” I 
overhear this in the ladies room at Stubb’s, after the show. The women, who were in the audience, 
excitedly continue, “I want to go home and take my clothes off and shake my booty. That was 
awesome!”  

Performing outside the established economy of the adult entertainment industry, modern burlesque 
women tend to reflect a much broader range of body types and looks than can be found at a typical 
“gentlemen’s club” whose clients for, gosh, whatever reasons, tend to like a specific kind of female 
body. This greater variety of women also has a lot to do with the nature of burlesque, an art form that 

since its inception in 19
th 

century American Vaudeville and later during the post WWII “Nightclub Era” 
has always focused more on the tease than the strip, emphasizing a performer’s ability to connect with 
and energize an audience over the endgame spectacle of her onstage nudity. Gypsy Rose Lee, one of 
burlesque’s most famous practitioners, known for her plucky onstage wit and humor, had some hips!  

Troupes like Austin’s Big Star Burlesque that predominantly feature larger sized women overtly take up 
the politics of beauty. According to Stone, their mission is to “redefine what’s beautiful and sexy and 
show how a woman who is a size 22 can be as sexy and desirable as a woman who is a size 8.” While it 
may be tempting to create a hierarchy of subversion and view troupes that feature plus sized women as 
more overtly challenging  

to systems of normative beauty, I don’t see it that way, at least not for the performers. My experience 
growing up as a woman, albeit a masculine one, tells me that none of us girl folk comes through it 
unscathed, even those of us who turn out to be naturally feminine, high cheekboned and cover girl 
skinny. Show me a woman who feels absolutely good about her body and I’ll show you a guy who feels 
totally fine about having a good cry. When a woman takes off her clothes in a setting that makes her 
feels powerful and adored, she takes more off her back than the costume she was wearing.  

 

BETTER FEMINISM THROUGH STRIPPING?  

Not everyone shares my enthusiasm for burlesque. As one not-so-enamored female friend of mine 
quipped, “If stripping were powerful, men would do it.”  

She has a point. Stripping has long been criticized as an activity in which women, out of economic need, 
take off their clothes for the pleasure of a male patriarchal gaze that objectifies, dehumanizes and 
reduces the performer to a mere sum of her parts. If, as the argument goes, stripping can also be about 
the performer’s own enjoyment and sense of control especially, but not exclusively, when the performer 
is a part of the means of production and the artistic expression is in the fore, as it is with most of new 
burlesque, why don’t men strip? Sure, there’s the cheesy Chippendale review side of the adult 
entertainment industry– not anything close to the million dollar enterprise it is for women—but when 
does your average guy take off his clothes in front of a mixed crowd of people just because it makes him 
feel good? He doesn’t, unless he’s gay, which actually says a lot.  

 



 

What does it say? “There, that’s proof that stripping is inherently degrading, performed by the most 
powerless members of our society whose damaged sense of self compels them to disturbingly display 
themselves?” Maybe. But it could also say “Sexuality is complex and being objectified, in an 
environment that feels safe and is by choice, can feel really good. It’s a shame our society equates that 
objectification with being feminine and powerless.” Christian Casas, co-founder, director and 
choreographer of the Southern Sirens burlesque troupe, describes the empowerment she feels when she 
performs striptease. “It’s fun to make eye contact with one person for an extended period of time, like a 
game to see who you can keep looking for the longest.”  

Drawing from my own experience, I can offer it up this way. Saying that women shouldn’t have to feel 
good about their bodies by performing striptease is like saying that women shouldn’t have to feel 
powerful by being masculine. The problem is with the “shouldn’t”—it mislocates the problem and 
disallows for exhibitionism and female masculinity to be anything but pathological. Yes, it is a problem 
if the only way women can feel good about their bodies is to strip and the only way women can feel 
powerful is to be masculine, but not because it’s inherently wrong to strip or to be a masculine woman. 
It’s a problem because it does not allow for or validate all the other ways women can feel good about 
their bodies—like being athletic or just looking in the mirror—and for women to feel powerful—like 
wearing a dress or acing calculus.  

 

SHIVER ME TIMBERS!  

I follow up with Marie (aka Shelby Mine) a couple weeks after her pirate number. When I ask her how 
she feels about her body she says that although she realizes, rationally, the performance should have 
been a real confidence booster, emotionally, she may still have a way to go. She then takes a moment to 
reflect on how wonderful it was to feel the audience responding to her so strongly and so positively. She 
remembers seeing the people in the first row cheering for her. “I feel like I had this big ‘ol smile on my 
face the whole time,” she says. “I just couldn’t stop smiling.”  

____________ 
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